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Returning to the discussion of the case Vm > 5 in the second paragraph of
Section 7, you should now realize that this analysis is incomplete, and in fact
wrong! As stated in that paragraph, if Vm > 5 the capacitor initially charges
up to the positive dc level Vm − 5. Let us write this as V 0

C = Vm − 5, since
we are not yet sure that this is going to be the eventual value of VC . There
are now two subcases.

Subcase where Vd < Vm − 5: Note that this is equivalent to Va > 5.
Consider

vin(t)− V 0
C = Vd + Va sin(ωt)− (Vd + Va − 5) = 5− Va + Va sin(ωt).

You can think of this as the voltage being presented across the diode branch
when the capacitor has charged up to V 0

C . Note that this voltage has a nega-
tive dc part (because Va > 5). This implies that the diode cannot stay always
cut off. To see this, we analyze the linear circuit corresponding to the diode
branch always cut off as we did in the preceding section. In that circuit the
remaining negative dc component 5 − Va would like to eventually drop en-
tirely across the capacitor. Thus it will try to make VC even more negative,
thus constantly trying to lift the voltage across the diode branch above 5,
which is prevented by the diode becoming a short for brief periods around the
peak of each cycle. Thus in this case we indeed have vo(t) = vin(t)− Vm + 5
and the circuit works as desired. Also we can write VC for V 0

C in this case,
because this is indeed the (approximate) steady state value of the capacitor
voltage.

Subcase where Vd > Vm − 5: Note that this is equivalent to Va < 5. As
in the preceding subcase, consider

vin(t)− V 0
C = Vd + Va sin(ωt)− (Vd + Va − 5) = 5− Va + Va sin(ωt),

which can be thought of as the voltage being presented across the diode
branch when the capacitor has charged up to V 0

C . Note that this voltage
has a positive dc part (because Va > 5). This implies that the diode will be
always cut off. To see this, we analyze the linear circuit corresponding to
the diode branch always cut off as we did in the preceding section. In that
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circuit the remaining positive dc component 5− Va would like to eventually
drop entirely across the capacitor and it is able to do that. Thus we will
eventually have VC = V 0

C + 5− Va = Vd. In steady state, we then have

vo(t) = vin(t)− VC = Va sin(ωt).

Thus the circuit does not function as desired in this case.

We see that, as mentioned at the end of Section 7, whether the circuit
works or not always depends on how 5 compares to Va, irrespective of what
Vm is. In the next lecture we will see how to fix the remaining problem with
this circuit.
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